Internship in the Tax and Legal department

Full job title: School Internship in the Tax and Legal department
Level: Intern/Trainee
Department: Tax and Legal services
Location: Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp, Turnhout, Hasselt or Liège
Start Date: Academic Year 2021-2022

We guide. We support. You grow.
Looking for a rich learning experience in professional surroundings? Build up your knowledge and confidence by observing our specialists at work and making your contribution to challenging projects. You’ll get a front-row seat in getting to know PwC and acquire a whole portfolio of priceless experience.

What you’ll learn and do - the choice is yours!

Corporate Tax
- Interested in transfer pricing, mergers and acquisitions or financial - real estate services? Make a difference by helping us advise clients on all aspects of corporate taxation in Belgium and abroad, and support companies in managing their taxes. Together we’ll analyse files, solve problems, detect opportunities and liaise with local tax authorities.

Accounting and Tax
- You can choose a combination and help us help clients comply with their statutory and management accounting, financial statements, corporate and indirect tax requirements and to build a sustainable reporting and tax function for the future. Discover our complete approach to statutory reporting and tax management that combines deep technical expertise, statutory and tax function data management, tax process transformation and tax technology to help clients understand and meet their current and future challenges head-on.

Global Mobility and Personal Income Tax
- Participate in advising HR teams on the tax consequences of employing people both locally and internationally, and assist individual taxpayers
(both residents and non-residents) in structuring and managing their personal income tax situation.

People and Organisation: Reward Consulting
● Interested in the world of consulting? Are you keen to dive deep into HR topics? Our P&O consulting practice offers challenging and hands-on HR consulting school internships. You’ll be involved in internal and client projects in various HR domains like rewards, compensation and benefits and more.

Indirect Tax
Gain knowledge and insights on international and national indirect taxes, predominantly VAT and customs duties, usually in cross-border settings. Clients range from large multinationals to not-for-profit organisations, public bodies and public-private partnerships. Projects could relate to structuring and streamlining indirect taxes across the supply chain, optimising the indirect tax footprint, minimising tax leakages and litigation.

SME Accounting & Advise (Fiduciary)
● You will support the case managers by carrying our the daily accounting activities of small to medium-sized companies; You will gradually learn how to manage a case file from A to Z: you’ll support in processing accounting documents for a number of files; You’ll be drawing up VAT returns and annual accounts for various companies, as well as the reports on the year-end closing, …

Who you are
● Studying for a bachelor’s OR master’s degree in Accountancy and Taxation, Law/Legal Practice, (Applied) Economics, Business Engineering, Business Administration, …
● Team player with a sense of initiative and a critical and analytical mind.
● Communicative, eager to learn and looking to develop and grow.
● Able to express yourself fluently in English and Dutch or French.

What we offer
● Reimbursement of transport costs
● Daily food allowance
● Invaluable professional experience at the ‘best business school in the world’
● A workspace where everyone feels respected, valued and free to be themselves
● Inspiring and awesome colleagues
● Team events such as Last Friday Drinks, team-building days and celebrations, as well as time spent on community days and charity activities
● Forward-looking and very accessible leadership hosting inspirational lunches
● And much more!

Looking for an internship where you'll really make a difference? Then we look forward to meeting you!

<APPLY NOW>